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B.E/B.TECH Degree Examination, December 2020 
Seventh Semester  

ME16701 – POWER PLANT ENGINEERING 
(Regulation 2016) 

Time: Three hours                                                                                                     Maximum : 80 Marks 
Answer ALL questions 

PART A - (8 X 2 = 16 marks) 
1. A thermal electric power plant produces 1000 MW of power. If the coal releases 900 x 107 kJ/h 

of energy, then what is the rate at which heat is rejected from the power plant? 
a) 500 MW    b) 1000 MW   c) 1500 MW   d) 2000 MW 

2. Gas turbine is shut down by ____________ 
a) Turning off starter     b) Stopping the compressor 
c) Fuel is cut off from the combustor     d) All the above 

3. The energy released during the fission of one atom of Uranium-235 in million electron volts is 
about  
a) 100   b) 200   c) 300    d) 400 

4. Which of the following represents the annual average load? 
a) (KWh supplied in a day)/24                              b) {(KWh supplied in a day)/ 24 } × 365 
c) {(KWh supplied in a month)/(30 x 24)             d) (KWh supplied in a year) / (24 × 365) 

5. Compare the induced draught with the forced one 
6. Is the maximum cycle temperature of gas turbine plant is lower than which power plant and why?  
7. What kind of Safety measures used in the nuclear reactor to protect the surroundings? 
8. In which power plant does the solar inverter plays a vital role and how? 

 
PART B - (4 X16 = 64 marks) 

09. (a) Draw the layout of Coal based thermal power plant and discuss the four different 
Circuits? Analyze that why it is not suitable for supplying fluctuating loads? 

(16) 

(OR) 
 (b) Discuss in detail about the Circulating fluidized bed boiler with a neat sketch where 

steam turbine is used as a prime mover? Compare with bubbling fluidized boiler. 
(16) 

 
10. (a) Identify the Power plant which uses the closed cycle and explain with a neat sketch. 

What properties should the turbine blade materials possess to enhance the life? 
Where do you recommend Brayton cycle?  

(16) 

(OR) 
 (b) Draw a layout of a system which consumes wastes into heat energy by Incinerating 

and describe its functions and merits. 
(16) 
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11. (a) Analyze the performance parameters to control the reactivity of Liquid metal cooled 

fast breeder nuclear reactor? Compare with Gas cooled fast breeder reactor. 
(16) 

(OR) 
 (b)  Identify the type of Nuclear power plants in kalpakkam and discuss its safety 

measures? Explain the Emergency core cooling System (ECCS) with neat sketch. 
(16) 

 
12. (a) Discuss about the power plant which uses a pumped storage, with neat sketch. And 

also explain in what situations this type of power plant to be employed? 
(16) 

(OR) 
 (b) Identify the High head impulse turbine with neat sketch. Compare between Francis, 

Pelton wheel, and Kaplan turbine. 
(16) 


